
          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

R3 STRASBOURG [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX ALEXANDRE LE GRAND - 4200m (a2m1/2) - TURF - Handicap - 

Steeple Chase - EUR € 28,000  

 
1. VOLKOV JELOIS - Fair 3rd last time over 4200m in a Class 3 handicap chase at this track on 
May 29th on the last run. In the mix 

2. TWOMAY - 4th last time over 3900m in a Class 4 hurdle at Nimes on May 25th. Hard to 
recommend 

3. GIOTTO DES PLACHIS - 5th over 3800m in a Class 3 hurdle on May 5th last time. Will be 
sharper for that run and has place claims 

4. EADREAM - Won last time over 3800m in a Class 4 handicap hurdle on May 26th. Has outside 
place chance 

5. FOX TROT - Nice 2nd at Compiegne last time over 3900m in a claiming chase on May 13th. 
Ought to be thereabouts 

6. GINOTA - Good 2nd in a Class 3 handicap chase at this track last time over 4200m on May 
29th. Can feature 

7. JUDY DU SEUIL - Won a Class 5 chase at Montlucon on April 1st last time over 3500m. Can 
play a lead role 

8. MASSATREE - Nice 3rd last time over 3800m in a Class 1 handicap chase at Compiegne on 
May 7th. Leading chance 

9. MOLLY POWER - Two unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that over 5500m on October 22nd 
over fences. Makes limited appeal 

10. IMPETUEUSE LADY - Has four unplaced runs, the latter over 3800m in a chase at Moulins 
on May 20th. Looks safely held 

11. FULL ENIGME - Has four unplaced runs over hurdles of late, 4th before that over 3400m at 
Dieppe on debut over hurdles on May 4th, 2023. Tries fences and is best watched 

12. POMM RUN - 2nd two runs ago over 3800m in a handicap hurdle at this track on April 22nd. 
Others rate higher 

13. ZUCKERPRINZ - Has four unplaced runs of late, the latter over 4200m at this track in a Class 
3 chase on May 29th. Pass over 

Summary: MASSATREE (8) could be the answer to this competitive chase. He was a nice third 
in a Class 1 handicap chase at Compiegne when last seen in early May and looks ready to score 
again. GINOTA (6) is a live danger and won at this track two runs ago although that was a hurdle 
race in late April. VOLKOV JELOIS (1) warrants plenty of respect and is the logical option for the 
each-way backers to latch on to. GIOTTO DES PLACHIS (3) heads the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

MASSATREE (8) - GINOTA (6) - VOLKOV JELOIS (1) - GIOTTO DES PLACHIS (3) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C2 - PRIX DE L'ESSOR - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - EUR € 

23,000  

 
1. MON SCHATZI - 2nd on the sole run so far at Baden -Baden (DEU) over 1000m on June 1st. 
Can not be ignored 

2. PARISCAYENNE - Nice 4th on the last run over 1200m in a Class 3 race on May 27th. Live 
chance 

3. DALENDA - Ran well when 3rd last time over 1000m on May 30th in a maiden. Hard to 
discount 

4. SUPIDO - Newcomer by Blue Point, the dam won twice. Has a taking profile and will be well-
tuned for this debut run. Monitor the betting for clues 

5. MAYA CHOP - Newcomer by Gutaifan, stable runners tend to need a run or two for 
experience. Monitor the betting for any support 

6. TOMIKA - Newcomer by Wooded, should improve a good deal for this debut run. The betting 
can be informative 

7. COME AWAY - Unraced filly by Threat, will likely need this debut run for experience. Monitor 
the betting exchanges 

8. PHANTASIALAND - Newcomer by Zelzal, stable runners are usually in need of a run on 
debut. Any market support should be noted 

Summary: PARISCAYENNE (2) improved on his debut run when he was fourth at Marseille 
Borely in a Class 3 race on May 27th. He can score from DALENDA (3) who has plenty of 
experience and has won a claimer in the past. SUPIDO (4) has a taking profile and will be 
expected to play a lead role on his debut. MON SCHATZI (1) shaped well when second on his 
debut and is also one to keep safe. 

SELECTIONS 

PARISCAYENNE (2) - DALENDA (3) - SUPIDO (4) - MON SCHATZI (1) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C3 - PRIX DU PRESIDENT RAYMOND STEIDEL - 2000m (a1m1/4) - TURF - 

Class 3 Race - Flat - EUR € 16,000  

 
1. GLORY WOOD - 5th last time over 1600m in a handicap, won before that over 1700m at 
Divonne on April 21st in a maiden. Player 

2. POTE - 5th last time over 2500m in a Class 3 race on May 19th. Might find this difficult 

3. ALVAR - Two unplaced runs of late, 2nd on debut at Chantilly over 1900m in a claimer on May 
7th. Others preferred 

4. LUTIER DE FORME - Unplaced on the sole run to date over 2400m at Vichy on May 26th. 
Looks vulnerable 

5. RIGHT ON FIRE - 3rd last time over 2400m at Divonne on May 24th in a maiden race. Has 
work to do 

6. GAUD - 5th on the sole run so far at Nancy over 2000m on May 22nd. Can improve and make 
the frame 

7. HIMYAN - Two unplaced runs of late, won before that over 1700m on April 14th in a maiden 
race. Hard to recommend 

8. NORTH RAIN - Won on the only run at Divonne over 2400m on May 24th. Will improve and 
play a lead role 

9. DAZZLING JEWEL - Won last time over 1800m on his French debut on May 1st after two runs 
in the UK when 4th on both runs. Can improve and win again 

10. LOVELYMATCH - Won on the sole run to date at Vichy over 2400m on May 26th in a 
maiden. Hard to rule out 

11. TANAMI STARLET - Unplaced last time, 4th before that on the PSF on November 22nd over 
1800m. Might be better when handicapped 

12. CARA FAL - Newcomer by Caravaggio, stable runners usually benefit from a run or two. 
Watch the betting 

13. CARELESS - Three unplaced runs so far, the latter over 1600m on May 26th. Can be 
overlooked 

Summary: DAZZLING JEWEL (9) got off the mark on her first run for her new trainer at Langon-
Libourne on May 1st over 1800m. She showed ability when fourth on her two starts in the UK for 
Charlie Appleby and this Dubawi filly can keep improving. LOVELYMATCH (10) won on her debut 
at Vichy and will give the selection something to think about. NORTH RAIN (8) won on the only 
run so far at Divonne and is one to keep safe. GLORY WOOD (1) makes up the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

DAZZLING JEWEL (9) - LOVELYMATCH (10) - NORTH RAIN (8) - GLORY WOOD (1) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C4 - PRIX UCELLO DU LAC - 5200m (a3m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Race - 

Cross - EUR € 23,000  

 
1. THIAGO DES DUNES - Nice 4th over 4900m in a Class 3 cross-country race 11 days ago. Will 
not lack for fitness and can have a say 

2. CHEZ PEDRO - Unplaced last time, 2nd before that in a Class 4 cross-country race on April 
21st. Can not be ruled out 

3. CITYCLAIR - Fair 3rd over 4800m at Granville in a Class 3 cross-country on May 19th when 
last seen. Has work to do 

4. IZINO D'AIRY - 4th two runs back over 4700m in a Class 3 cross-country on May 5th. Looks 
unreliable 

5. DESTIN SACRE - 5th last time over 5800m in a Class 1 cross-country race at Rostrenen on 
May 28th, 2023. In the mix 

6. IN CAPRI - Won last time in a Class 4 cross-country chase at Cluny over 4600m on May 15th. 
Player 

7. FREYDIS - 3rd last time over 5000m at Nancy in a Class 3 cross-country on May 22nd. Others 
rate higher 

8. JACOU DE BALME - Four unplaced runs of late, the latter in a Class 3 cross-country at nancy 
on May 22nd. Opposable 

Summary: IN CAPRI (6) can follow up on her win at Cluny over 4600m in mid-May in a Class 4 
cross-country race. Her main rival could be THIAGO DES DUNES (1) who was fourth at Durtal in 
a Class 3 cross-country last time earlier this month. CHEZ PEDRO (2) is hard to dismiss if 
emulating his second-placed effort two runs ago in late April at Haras Du Pin. DESTIN SACRE 
(5) warrants respect and ought to be involved at the business end. 

SELECTIONS 

IN CAPRI (6) - THIAGO DES DUNES (1) - CHEZ PEDRO (2) - DESTIN SACRE (5) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C5 - PRIX IRENE WEISS - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Class 4 Divided Handicap - 

Flat - EUR € 14,000  

 
1. LAURA TREZY - 4ththree runs ago over 1600m at Chantilly in a Class 3 handicap on March 
5th. Looks vulnerable 

2. OISSEL - Won last time over 1600m in a Class 3 handicap at Chantilly on May 17th. Ought to 
be in the shake-up 

3. LADY ROCHE - Won last time at Munich-Riem (DEU) on May 18th over 1600m. Course form 
of late has been average 

4. KAMINO - Fair 3rd at this track over 1400m in a Class 4 race last time on May 29th. One to 
keep safe 

5. MAGIC MOMENT - Has five unplaced runs to date, the latter over 1400m at this track in a 
Class 3 race on May 8th. Pass over 

6. PEGO - Won last time at Wissembourg over 1350m in a Class 4 handicap on May 20th. In the 
mix 

7. LEX LUTHOR - Fair 3rd last time over 1800m in a Class 4 race on May 19th and a winner in 
mid-April at Wissembourg in a Class 4 handicap. Player 

8. SPACE QUAKE - 5th last time over 1300m at Saint-Cloud on May 25th in a Class 3 handicap. 
Player 

9. NO TIME - Has several unplaced runs of late, the latter over 1600m at Compiegne in a Class 3 
race on May 24th. Unlikely 

10. HUR CAT - Won last time at this track over 1400m in a Class 4 race on May 29th. In form and 
can feature 

11. WARRIOR - Won two runs ago at Nancy on October 21st in a Class 3 handicap over 1400m. 
Not seen since mid-November and may need this outing 

12. HAYAMI - Three unplaced runs this year, the latter over 1600m in a Class 4 race on June 1st. 
Hard to fancy 

13. DAYYAN - Has several unplaced runs of late, the latter over 1400m in a Class 4 handicap on 
October 13th, 2023. Best watched for now 

14. EL PROFESSOR CHOP - Three unplaced runs since a win over 1400m at Compiegne on 
March 19th in a Class 4 handicap. Consider 

Summary: SPACE QUAKE (8) has been running well since a win at Deauville in early April over 
1400m in a Class 4 handicap and looks like the best option in this handicap. HUR CAT (10) can 
be a danger having won last time at this track on May 29th over 1400m. PEGO (6) also won on 
his most recent outing at Wissembourg in late May and warrants respect. LEX LUTHOR (7) 
makes up the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

SPACE QUAKE (8) - HUR CAT (10) - PEGO (6) - LEX LUTHOR (7) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C6 - PRIX DE LA FEDERATION DE L'EST - 3600m (a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 

3 Race - Hurdles - EUR € 26,000  

 
1. GINO - Nice 3rd last time over 3900m in a Class 3 hurdle at Toulouse on May 21st. In the mix 

2. JUFULL DU SEUIL - Unplaced last time, won before that at Moulins in a Class 2 hurdle over 
3800m on May 20th. Consider a threat 

3. CUNCERTO - Nice 2nd last time over 3800m in a Class 4 hurdle at this track on May 8th. One 
to pay attention too 

4. BREXIT FLIGHT - 4th two runs ago over 3800m in a Class 4 handicap hurdle on May 20th. 
Makes limited appeal 

5. IN MY MIND - 3rd on the last two runs, the latter over 3400m in a Class 4 chase on May 20th, 
3rd before that at this track over hurdles. Ought to be involved 

6. TYPHOON WILMA - 2nd two runs ago over 4100m in a claiming chase at Blain on April 13th. 
Looks vulnerable 

7. AK ISHAN - 3rd over 3700m in a Class 5 hurdle last time on May 26th. Has yet to win in 16 
attempts and looks unreliable 

8. JOHNNYSAID - Two runs so far, 5th at Niort last time over 3800m in a Class 4 hurdle on May 
26th. Can place 

9. EL CAPITANO - 4th on the sole run at Wissembourg over 3400m in a Class 4 hurdle on May 
20th. Can improve but others preferred 

Summary: CUNCERTO (3) looks like the one to side with after a decent second last time at this 
track in a Class 4 hurdle on May 8th.  JUFULL DU SEUIL (2) won two runs ago at Moulins and 
can make her rivals work hard for success. IN MY MIND (5) is the one to look at from an each-
way angle having been third on her last two runs. GINO (1) ran a nice third last time and is one to 
pay attention to. 

SELECTIONS 

CUNCERTO (3) - JUFULL DU SEUIL (2) - IN MY MIND (5) - GINO (1) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C7 - PRIX ROBERT MATZINGER - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Class 4 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 18,000  

 
1. SAGA TIMGAD - Three unplaced runs since a win over 1600m at Chantilly in a Class 3 
handicap on March 3rd. Needs to get back to form 

2. MR DREAMER - Fair 3rd over 1600m at Prague(CZE) last time on May 19th and 4th at Le 
Mans before that in a Class 3 race in April. Can feature 

3. SUNLIKE - 4th two runs ago at Deauville in a Class 3 handicap over 1400m on April 10th. Can 
put a below-par effort last time behind her and can feature 

4. BARGING THRU - Four unplaced runs recently, 3rd before that over 950m at Mons-Ghlin 
(BEL) on February 9th. Pass over 

5. HOLLY HAPPY - 4th last time at Lyon Parilly over 1350m in a Class 3 handicap on May 18th. 
Has work to do 

6. MAJOR OAK - Won at Le Croise-Laroche last time over 1100m in a Class 4 race on May 19th. 
Should be fine over this extra 300m 

7. EVERSTORM - Won last time over 2100m at this track in a Class 4 handicap on October 1st. 
Needs further and has an absence to deal with 

8. MAAVAH - 5th last time at this track over 1400m in a Class 3 handicap on May 8th. Others 
more likely 

9. BRAVEHEART - 5th last time over 1600m at Chantilly in a Class 4 handicap on May 2nd. 
Opposable 

10. NOSHOWONFRIDAY - Has six unplaced runs this year, the latter over 1800m in a Class 4 
race on May 20th. Hard to fancy 

11. KARINAS DREAM - Nice win last time over 1400m in a Class 4 race on May 16th. Can follow 
up on that success 

12. LA LOIRE - Four unplaced runs this year, the latter over 1800m in a Class 4 race on May 
19th. Out of form and best avoided 

13. LOKI - Won last time at Marseille Borely over 1700m in a Class 4 handicap on May 31st. In 
the mix 

14. YOU'VE GOT SAIL - Won last time over 1400m at this track in a Class 3 handicap on May 
8th. Among the leading chances 

15. ELEGATO - 5th last time at Saint-Cloud in a Class 3 handicap on May 25th over 1300m. Can 
be competitive 

Summary: KARINAS DREAM (11) was a game-winner last time in a close finish at 
Parislongchamp over 1400m in mid-May and holds strong claims of following up in this race. 
SUNLIKE (3) will try her best to make things difficult for the selection and can put a below-par 
effort behind her last time at Saint-Cloud. MAJOR OAK (6) is one to include in all of the place bet 
permutations. LOKI (13) can also make the top four with luck in running. 

SELECTIONS 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

KARINAS DREAM (11) - SUNLIKE (3) - LOKI (13) - MAJOR OAK (6) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C8 - PRIX DU PAYS DE HANAU - 2000m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. BREMONTIER - Three unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 1900m at Chantilly in a 
Class 3 handicap on February 24th. Placed here before. Player 

2. ROSEL - Has many unplaced runs of late, the latter over 2150m on May 20th in a Class 4 
race. Hardly inspiring 

3. LIPS LEO - 5th last time over 2150m in a Class 4 race on May 20th. Among the leading place 
chances 

4. ENTROPIA - 2nd last time was over 1800m on May 19th and 4th at Compiegne three runs ago 
over 2000m in a Class 3 handicap on April 16th. Unlikely 

5. MILAD'ID - Three unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over 1800m on the PSF on October 
26th in a handicap. Opposable 

6. CHIPPING AWAY - Unplaced on the last two runs, 4th before that over 1900m in a Class 4 
race at Cluny on April 13th. Makes limited appeal 

7. RONCHEROLLES - 4th last time over 1950m in a Class 4 handicap at Le Mans on May 15th. 
Ought to be involved 

8. TRUST ON ME - Unplaced on two runs this year, 2nd at this track on October 1st over 2100m 
in a Class 4 handicap. Has work to do 

9. BRAMETANA - Credible 5th last time over 2000m at Munich-Riem(DEU) on May 18th. Place 
chance 

10. FILZMOOSERIN - Three unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over at Nancy on September 
10th in a Class 4 handicap. Hard to recommend 

11. NAJEM SHALGHODA - 4th two runs ago over 1600m on November 25th, will be fitter for a 
recent run in April but others rate higher 

12. ACATANA - Has five unplaced runs so far, the latter at Vittel over 2400m in a Class 3 race on 
August 19th. Will need this run and looks of limited ability 

13. CORAL SLIPPER - Nice 3rd at Nancy over 2000m in a Class 4 handicap on May 22nd when 
last seen. In the mix 

14. ARAMIS D'AZUR - Good 3rd on seasonal return over 1900m at Miesau (DEU) when last 
seen on May 31st. Will be fitter for that run and can make the frame 

15. EVER READY - Unplaced on all four runs this year, the latter over 2100m in a Class 4 
handicap on May 26th. Outside place chance 

Summary: BREMONTIER (1) has eased in the handicap after a few unplaced runs of late but he 
is capable and ran well at this track when third on his last visit. He is the tentative selection ahead 
of CORAL SLIPPER (13) who is at the right end of the weights and ran well when third at Nancy 
late last month. ARAMIS D'AZUR (14) ran well when third 13 days ago and will be sharper for 
that first run of the year. RONCHEROLLES (7) looks best of the rest. 

SELECTIONS 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

BREMONTIER (1) - CORAL SLIPPER (13) - ARAMIS D'AZUR (14) - RONCHEROLLES (7) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C9 - PRIX INGENIERIE DU BASSIN RHENAN (PRIX DE L'ACKERLAND) - 

2000m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Divided Handicap - Flat - EUR € 17,000  

 
1. KARMINA BELLA - 6th last time over 2000m at Compiegne in a Class 3 handicap on May 
31st. Can make the frame 

2. INDIAN SUNSET - Three unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over 1800m in a claimer at 
Compiegne on March 10th. Makes limited appeal 

3. ANTINEA - Won two runs ago over 1900m in a Class 4 handicap at Deauville on April 9th. 
Player 

4. KAKHOVKA - Four unplaced runs this year, the latter over 1600m at Chantilly in a Class 4 
handicap on May 2nd. Others make more sense 

5. FRANKIE'S BOY - 5th last time at this track over 2000m in a Class 4 race on May 8th. Merits 
consideration 

6. LUNA THE GREAT - Three unplaced runs of late, the latter over 2500m at Nancy in a Class 4 
handicap on May 5th. Pass over 

7. ANTRIM - Decent 3rd last time over 2000m at Nancy on May 22nd in a Class 4 handicap. Can 
play a lead role 

8. JOLI COUP - 5th last time over 2000m at Nancy in a Class 4 handicap on May 22nd. Hard to 
like 

9. BABY GLORY - Unplaced last time, won before that over this track on May 8th in a Class 4 
race. Among the leading place chances 

10. UNA NOVA - 5th last time over 1800m in a Class 4 race on May 19th. Has yet to win in 13 
runs and may have to wait a while 

11. PAYAM - Two unplaced runs of late, the latter over 1900m in a Class 3 race on March 30th. 
Looks unreliable 

12. BLACK WALL - 2nd three runs ago over 1900m in a Class 3 handicap at Chantilly on March 
28th. Can make the frame 

13. STARKEY - 4th two runs ago over 1800m in a Class 4 handicap on March 22nd. Others 
preferred 

14. RED NUREYEV - Three unplaced runs recently, 4th before that over 1800m on debut on July 
4th, 2023. Looks safely held 

15. AS DE JUILLEY - 4th last time, won before that was at Strasbourg over 2000m in a Class 4 
handicap on April 22nd. Can be on the premises 

Summary: ANTRIM (7) put in a pleasing effort last time when third at Nancy in late May and is 
given the marginal vote in this handicap ahead of ANTINEA (3) who scored two runs ago at 
Deauville in April and is sure to play a prominent role. KARMINA BELLA (1) is better than the 
form figures show and is one to look at each way. AS DE JUILLEY (15) is a course winner two 
runs ago over 2000m and can not be overlooked. 

SELECTIONS 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

ANTRIM (7) - ANTINEA (3) - KARMINA BELLA (1) - AS DE JUILLEY (15) 



          THURSDAY, 13/06/24 

 

C10 - PX FUHRMANN PAYSAGISTE - PX MK CONCEPTION ET DESIGN 

(REGION GRAND-EST) - 3600m (a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Race - Hurdles - 

EUR € 15,000  

 
1. KEPHIR DE BALME - Unraced by Vic Toto, the dam never won. Likely to need this debut run. 
Watch the betting for clues 

2. KATE - 5th last time over 3400m in a Class 4 hurdle on May 20th at Wissembourg. Has place 

3. KOMTESA - Fair 6th last time over 3400m at Wissembourg in a hurdle on May 1st. Hard to 
ignore 

4. BAHAMAS DU BERLAIS - 2nd on the last three runs, the latter over 3800m in a Class 4 
chase at Nimes on May 25th. Player 

5. KASALINE DE VAUT - Unplaced on her hurdling debut over 3400m on May 1st, Placed on the 
flat. Consider for a place 

6. AMILY - Has several unplaced runs over hurdles so far, the latter over 2150m in a Class 4 
race on May 20th. Hard to fancy on hurdle debut 

7. SANNY - Unplaced on the three runs so far, the latter over 3800m at Nancy on May 22nd in a 
Class 3 hurdle. Opposable 

Summary: BAHAMAS DU BERLAIS (4) has the best form on offer and can get off the mark after 
three second-placed efforts of late, the latter at Nimes on May 25th over fences. KATE (2) was 
fifth on her most recent start and is capable of making the selection work hard for success. 
KOMTESA (3) is also one to consider after a credible run at Wissembourg last time. KEPHIR DE 
BALME (1) is one to watch in the betting exchanges for clues on debut. 

SELECTIONS 

BAHAMAS DU BERLAIS (4) - KATE (2) - KOMTESA (3) - KEPHIR DE BALME (1) 

 


